Sanmedi Stoma Washbasin
Looking after a stoma requires quite a lot of attention. To make things
easier for the stoma user, a comfortable washbasin has been designed.
This washbasin is an excellent aid for stoma users and offers optimal
hygiene.
Comfortable
An individually adaptable stoma washbasin makes looking after the stoma
easier and offers optimal hygiene. With the help of the stoma washbasin
the user can do all the things he or she needs to do, like emptying the bag,
changing the adhesive and rinsing the stoma in a comfortable and save
way.
For whom?
The stoma washbasin has been specially designed for colostomy,
ileostomy and urostomy users. Especially for stoma users for whom
irrigation is important the washbasin offers a modern and entirely new
nursing method.
In case of individual installation the height of the dressing table is adapted
to the height of the user which means that the upper side of the table is
approximately 10 cm below the stoma. For general areas like in hospitals
and institutions the standard height is between 80 and 85 cm.
Ergonomic shape
The stoma washbasin has an ergonomic design. The front side is carefully
adapted to the user’s body, this means it is slightly lowered and curved to
match the body. The front has a narrow edge which makes it very easy to
hang the pouch inside the washbasin.
The stoma washbasin is made of very smooth, white ABS with a top
coating. This material is warm to the touch. The one-handle mixing tap
has a detachable hand-shower for extra cleaning purposes. The mirror is
slanting so that it is easy to check the stoma. The powerful lateral flushing
system ensures that all impurities are flushed away immediately.
Where?
The stoma dressing table can be installed everywhere near a water supply and drainage point. That means it can
be installed in private homes, in offices and institutions employing stoma users but also in public buildings like
stoma clinics, hospitals and nursing homes.
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